We classify .NET files as either benign or malicious by examining certain directed graphs extracted from the files via decompilation. Each graph is viewed probabilistically as a Markov chain where each node heuristically represents the possible state of the running file, and by computing the PageRank vector (Perron vector with transport) we can assign a probability measure over the nodes of the given graph. We train a random forest with features derived from computing Lebesgue antiderivatives of functions defined over the vertex sets of these directed graphs against the PageRank measure. The model was trained on 2.5 million samples of .NET and has an accuracy of 98.3% on test data. The median time needed for decompilation and scoring was 24ms.
I. INTRODUCTION
We seek to classify .NET files as either malicious or benign by understanding the structural differences between various types of graphs resulting from decompilation. The graphs under consideration are the function call graph and the set of shortsighted data flow graphs (SDFG) derived from traversing the abstract syntax trees, one for each function in the given file.
Each graph is viewed as a Markov chain and is vectorized by considering both topological features of the unlabeled graphs and the textual features of the nodes.
Under this paradigm we can define a heuristic notion of average file behavior by computing expected values of specially-chosen functions f ∶ Vert(G) → R defined on the vertex sets of the given graphs with the measure being given by the PageRank vector.
II. DECOMPILATION OF .NET
Decompilation is a program transformation by which compiled code is transformed into a high-level human-readable form, and is used in this work to study the control flow of the files in our .NET corpus. Program control flow is understood by studying the structure of two types of control flow graphs resulting from decompilation. The function call graph describes the calling structure of the functions (subroutines) constituting the overall program. The control flow of each constituent function is understood by constructing a graph from the set of possible traversals of the associated abstract syntax tree.
A. Abstract Syntax Trees
An abstract syntax tree is a binary tree representation of the syntactic structure of the given routine in terms of operators and operands.
For example, consider the expression 5 * 3 + (4 + 2 % 2 * 8)
consisting of mathematical operators and numeric operands. We may express the syntactic structure of this expression with the binary tree: The root and the subsequent internal nodes represent operators and the leaves represent operands.
More generally, each node of an AST represents some construct occurring in the source code and a directed edge connects two nodes if the code representing the target node conditionally executes immediately after the code represented by the source node. These trees facilitate the distillation of the semantics of the program.
B. Traversals of Abstract Syntax Trees
We consider all possible execution paths through the given abstract syntax tree and merge these paths together to form shortsighted data flow graphs (SDFG).
We consider all possible execution paths and merge them together into a single directed graph. Consider the following code snippet: 
The two possible execution paths through this code snippet are given by f oo() → bar() → bla() and f oo() → baz() → bla(). See Figure 1 for the resulting SDFG.
C. Function Call Graphs
The function call graph represents the calling relationships between the subroutines of the file. The function call graphs in our corpus tended to be less linear than the SDFGs, and contained features which improved accuracy. Notably these features were purely text-based and were not derived via the imposition of a Markov structure, PageRank computation, and subsequent Lebesgue integration.
III. THE PAGERANK VECTOR
The PageRank vector describes the long-run diffusion of random walks through a strongly connected directed graph. Indeed, the probability measure over the nodes obtained via repeated multiplication of an initial distribution vector over the nodes by the associated probability transition matrix converges to the PageRank vector, and is in practice a very efficient method for computing it to a close approximation.
Intuitively, the PageRank vector is obtained by considering many random walks through the given graph and for each node computing the number of times we observed the walker at the given node as a proportion of all observations.
Viewing the graph in question as a Markov chain we order the vertices {v i } of the graph G and define the n×n probability transition matrix T by
where v out i is the set of edges emanating from vertex v i and n = Vert(G) .
In order to apply the Perron-Frobenius theorem, the probability transition matrix T constructed via row-normalizing the adjacency matrix A = (a ij ), where a ij = 1 if there is an edge from node i to node j and 0 otherwise, must be irreducible. To this end, we add a smoothing term B to obtain the matrix
where
The addition of the term pB ensures the irreducibility of M as required by the Perron-Frobenius theorem, where p is the probability of the Markov chain moving between any two vertices without traversing an edge and governs the extent to which the topology of the original graph is ignored.
The resulting Markov chain is defined by
where in this work we heuristically set p = 0.15. The sensitivity of the results to p is left to a future paper.
Theorem III.1. Perron-Frobenius. If M is an irreducible matrix then M has a unique eigenvector π with eigenvalue 1.
The eigenvector π is such that ∑ π i =, so defines a probability measure over the vertices of G, which we will write as dP G , or just dP if the reference graph is either clear from the context or irrelevant.
One can view this concept in the context of a running program as the repeated calling of a particular function, as represented by the SDFG.
IV. INTEGRATION OF FUNCTIONS ON GRAPHS
Given two labeled graphs G, H, and a mapping f ∶ Vert(G) ⊔ Vert(H) → R, where f assigns a real number to each element v of the disjoint union Vert(G) ⊔ Vert(H) based on the label of v, the connectivity at v, or some other scheme, a pointwise comparison of f Vert(G) and f Vert(H) may not be possible. Consider for example the simple case of Vert(G) ≠ Vert(H) .
We address this difficulty by defining a probability measure dP G ∶ Vert(G) → [0, 1] for each G ∈ Γ, where Γ is a set of labeled directed graph. Then for any subset I ⊂ [0, 1], we can directly compare the Lebesgue integrals ∫ I f Vert(G) dP G and ∫ I f Vert(H) dP H .
Let P be the PageRank vector given by the unique left eigenvector with eigenvalue 1 of the probability transition matrix of the directed graph G, viewed as a Markov chain. Each file under consideration contains multiple graphs, and we wish to find a way to not only compare these graphs, but understand the ensemble of graphs in the given file.
Let P be a partition of [0, 1] and let G be a directed graph. Let dP G be the probability measure on Vert(G) given by the PageRank vector
The above process of building a function F on P from a graph G and a rule f which can be applied consistently to any element of Γ can be formulated as a mapping
where Fun(X, Y ) is the set of functions from X to Y .
V. METRIC ON GRAPH SPACE
Let Γ A be the set of directed graphs with vertices labeled from the alphabet A. Define the vectorization map
where the expected value is taken with respect to the PageRank measure as defined in the previous section. We construct a similarity function via (4)
for f i ∈ S, q j ∈ P, and p >= 1.
Because E[f i Gq j ] ∈ R for all i, j, conditions (i), (iii), and (iv) are satisfied. However, it is possible that S(G, H) = 0 for G ≄ H, meaning that while S is effective as a measure of similarity of labeled directed graphs, it is not a metric on Γ A .
Indeed, let G = {a ∶ b} and let H = {a ∶ c} and
The graphs G and H have the same topology and even the same combinatorial structure, but the set of functions S is insufficient to distinguish V(G) from V(H).
It is tempting to claim that the map Γ A {G} → R Vert(G) given by canonically mapping each component of the PageRank vector to the real numbers is injective because of the strong dependence of the PageRank vector on the topological and combinatorial structure of the given graph. However, as discussed in the previous section, the PageRank vector, while dependent on the structure of the given graph, is obtained via the addition of potentially many edges to the original graph, thus changing said topological and combinatorial structure.
Assuming
The PageRank matrices for G and G ′ are
respectively. The measure over the nodes is given by the PageRank vector, the eigenvector of M corresponding to the eigenvalue 1.
While it is true that Av = λv implies (SAS −1 )(Sv) = λ(Sv) and that the spectrum of αB is given by {0, 1} with appropriate multiplicities for any constant α, the problem of determining the eigenvalues of a sum of two matrices is a very difficult problem. Even when restricted to Hermitian matrices, this problem is very difficult. See [6] for details.
In summary, additional conditions must be imposed on the given set of graphs and the functions defined thereon in order to guarantee S defines a metric.
Conjecture V.2. Given a set of directed labeled graphs Γ A with vertices labeled from an alphabet A, and a set of functions S defined over the vertex sets of the graphs, the map V can be guaranteed to be injective only if max{ Vert(G) G ∈ Γ A } < ∞.
If V.2 holds, then it should be possible to extend the similarity function S to a metric if A and S are sufficiently rich to separate every pair nonisomorphic graphs.
The truth of the above conjecture makes it possible to perform cluster analysis on graphs even in the absence of an embedding Γ ↪ R k for some k. We leave this analysis to a future paper.
VI. APPLICATION TO SDFG GRAPHS
The machinery developed in the previous sections lends itself to two immediate applications.
The first is the use of the vectorization map
applied to .NET files, constructed via decompilation followed by integration of selected functions on SDFGs as described in Equation (3), to i) construct an N -class classifier on a given corpus of labeled .NET files, and ii) cluster these files in R k using any of the classic metrics defined on Euclidean space. The second application is classification and clustering of .NET files within the metric space Γ, described in Section V. The remainder of this paper concerns the applications of the vectorization map Vect ∶ Files → R k .
A. Lebesgue Integration over SDFGs
The nature of the map 
Each node of a given SDFG is labeled by an operation performed on the Common Language Runtime (CLR) virtual machine. The operations are as follows (see Appendix A for details):
Let v represent a node of an SDFG graph G. The functions f ∶ Vert(G) → R are listed as follows:
VII. VECTORIZATION OF FUNCTION CALL GRAPHS
The features of the form f ∶ Vert(G) → R extracted from the function call graphs are limited to:
This function, unlike those applied to the SDFGs, is not integrated. We simply include the cryto flag as a feature directly.
The remaining features extracted from the function call graphs are combinatorial and topological in nature.
Let G C be the function call graph for a single .NET file and let C = {c 1 , . . . , c N } be the connected components thereof. Let deg(v) represent the number of edges connected to the vertex v ∈ Vert(G C ). Let L = { c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c N } where c i is the number of nodes of component i. We extract the following features:
• max(L)/min(L) 
VIII. THE MODEL
A random forest is an ensemble learning method for classification, regression, and other tasks that operates by constructing a multitude of decision trees at training time and scoring via a polling (classification) or averaging (regression) procedure over its constituent trees.
This algorithm is especially valuable in malware classification as scoring inaccuracy caused by unavoidable label noise is somewhat mitigated by the ensemble. 
B. Vectorization
Each file is vectorized by applying both the vectorization map (5) to the set of shortsighted data flow graphs (many per file) and the vectorization of the function call graph (one per file) as described in Section VII. 
We can then compute both the mean and standard deviation of the set {F f,G h i (q j )} for each q j ∈ P. As the number of SDFGs varies by file, this is necessary to guarantee that every file in the corpus can be mapped to R k for some fixed k.
The hash h is mapped to the feature space given by
The file h is then described by the feature vector given by
2) Function Call Graphs: The function call graph features are included as components of the final file-level vector directly without computing means and standard deviations, as there is a single such graph per file.
C. Training and Validation
The .NET corpus was first deduplicated via decompilation by first decompiling each file, hashing each resulting graph, lexicographically sorting and concatenating these hashes, and then hashing the result. The deduplicated corpus was split into training (70%), validation (10%), and test (20%) sets. We used the grid search functionality of scikit-learn with cross-validation for hyperparameter tuning of the random forest. The optimal model is described in Table I . 
IX. MODEL RESULTS

A. Accuracy, Precision, Recall
The model is 98.3% accurate on the test set using only 400 features, which is small for a static classifier.
The precision on malicious files was 98.94%, meaning that of the files classified as malicious by the model, 98.94% of them were actually malicious. Precision on benign files was 97.88% and recall on benign files was 99.37%.
The recall on malicious files was 96.47%, meaning that of the malicious files, 96.47% of them were correctly scored as malicious. Of the four precision/recall values, malicious recall was the weakest. There are very likely features of malicious .NET files that are not captured by the set of functions f ∶ Vert(G) → R we currently leverage to construct our feature space.
Future work will focus on the search for new functions f ∶ Vert(G) → R defined on the vertex sets of both function call graphs and SDFGs from which a richer feature space can be derived.
X. CONCLUSION
We have engineered a robust control flow graph-based vectorization scheme for exposing features which reveal semantically interesting constructs of .NET files.
The control flow-type graphs include both function call graphs, one for each file, and SDFG graphs, one for each function defined within the file.
Treating control flow as a Markov process allows us to endow the node space of the given graph with the PageRank measure, against which we compute expected values of functions restricted to a filtration of subsets defined by a partition of the unit interval, i.e., Lebesgue antiderivatives of these functions. These Lebesgue antiderivatives give rise to both a vectorization scheme and a metric on control flow graph space, which should allow for clustering of .NET files and manifold learning in control flow graph space.
The combination of human-specified functions defined on labeled graphs resulting from decompilation and the assignment of a probability measure to the node spaces of these graphs yields a vectorization scheme allows for behavioral feature inference via static data.
Future work will involve the addition of new functions f ∶ Vert(G) → R for control flow-type graphs G to the vectorization scheme, as well as the clustering of files and the functions of which they consist within both the codomain of the vectorization map and within the graph space Γ. We will also explore the extent to which these functions and files can be parameterized through manifold learning in Euclidean as well as graph space.
CLRArray new <A>[<B>]
A new array of <B>-many elements of <A>. Array initializers with values are initialized in subsequent assignment expressions, even though C#-the-language allows them as part of an array declaration. 
Statements
Statements are code that when evaluated do not yield a value. Eg, a statement cannot be on the right-hand side of an assignment.
AST Member Code Example Description
Assignment <A> = <B> Storage of <B> to the location yielded by <A>. <A> will always be an expression, but some expressions are not valid in the left-hand side of an assignment.
CLRVariable <type> <A> Declaration of a variable type <type> named <A>.
CLRVariableWithInitializer <type> <A> = <B> Declaration of a variable type <type> named <A>, and subsequent initialization to the result of <B>.
StoreArg <A> = <B> An assignment specifically to an argument of the containing function. This generally comes from storing to a "ref" or "out" variable in C# code.
StoreLocal <A> = <B> An assignment to any local variable declared by a CLRVariable or CLRVariableWithInitializer statement.
